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7D Best of Seoul

, HIGHLIGHTS

YONGIN:
• Everland (Unlimited Passport Ticket)

SEOUL:
• Gyeongbok Palace with Hanbok Experience
• Presidential Blue House
• N Seoul Tower • Bibap Show
• Korean Cosmetics Showroom
• Korean Taekuk Ginseng Gallery
• Korean Local Product Convenience Store
• DFS • Healthy Liver Showroom
• Myeongdong • Cheonggyecheon
• Dongdaemun Market
• Hongik University Street

GANGWON-DO:
• Gubongsan Mountain Observatory
• Okgwangsan Jade mine

DAY 1

DAY 3

Singapore ✈ Incheon

Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport and
begin your holiday with a pleasant ﬂight to
Seoul.

DAY 2

Incheon (Seoul) Gyeonggi-do Gangwon-do Region

- Meal on Board, Lunch: Chicken on Hotplate,
Dinner: Mushroom Steamboat Upon arrival, meet and greet by our local
representative. Visit Yang Pyeong Dumulmeori
is known for its beautiful landscape. This is a
famous spot for photo-taking of the infamous
large picture frame. Continue, proceed to the
Gubongsan Mountain Observatory, one of
the most scenic view, stunning with its
breath-taking views and enjoy a freshly brewed
coffee in hand (own expense), go for a stroll
outside terrace garden where you can gaze out
on the beauty of Chuncheon. Next, proceed to
the Okgwangsan Jade mine, the only jade
mine in Korea and the only white jade mine in
the world. Built in 1972, the original plan was
solely for a jade mining facility. You can enjoy
the hot spring of the caves and even a steam
sauna experience.

GYEONGGI-DO: • Onemount Snow Park
• Yang Pyeong Dumulmeori
• Ooozoo Starlight Garden
• Shaky Observatory
• Fruit Picking Session (Seasonal)
• Gwangmyeong Cave

🍴 MEALS
• 5 Breakfasts / 5 Lunches / 5 Dinners

🏠 ACCOMMODATION
• 5 Nights Hotel Stay

Gangwon-do Region Yongin - Suwon Region

- Hotel Breakfast, Lunch: KRW 10,000 Voucher,
Dinner: Korean BBQ A day of endless fun awaits at “The Land of
Festival” - Everland (Unlimited Rides Passport
Ticket included), the world’s 7th most visited
theme park. Experience its wide array of
suspended rides like the Hurricane, Corkscrew,
Double Loops and the Amazon Express. A safari
of animals such as bears, lions and tigers gives
visitors a chance to get close to the endangered
species. Next, visit the Ooozoo Starlight
Garden where you can experience walking in
the illuminated ﬂower garden enjoying the
breeze, and many other unique and interesting
Flowers Theme Park.

DAY 4

Suwon Region

- Hotel Breakfast, Lunch: Gamjatang, Dinner:
Squid & Pork on copper pan After breakfast, proceed for a fruit picking
session (seasonal). Next, visit Gwangmyeong
Cave, a historical site during the Japanese
colonial period and the Korea industries
revolution, where the joys and tears of coal
mining workers remained intact. Besides
exploring the mysterious and exotic cave, you

will also get to enjoy wine tasting and
participate in a DIY gold wish charm making.
Continue to the tallest Shaky Observatory.
Climb up the 10m tall Observatory and walk
along the tidal channel where you can see
several salt plants like suaeda japonica,
glasswort, and many more. Next, visit
Onemount Snow Park, an indoor winter theme
park with varieties of entertainment programs
organized on snow and ice. This is the World’s
ﬁrst theme park where you can watch aurora
and ice shows at the Fairy Tale Village which is
made of ice. You can enjoy dogs sledding all
year round.
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DAY 5

DAY 6

- Hotel Breakfast, Lunch: 8 Colour Samgyeopsal
BBQ, Dinner: Bibimbap + Shabu Shabu Today, our Seoul city sightseeing will allow all to
view the grandeur of the 40-acre Gyeongbok
Palace, you can experience trying on the
traditional Korean costume – The Hanbok. Take
a walk around the palace built in AD 1394
during the Chosun Dynasty. Make a trip to
Dongdaemun Market, a great shopping
paradise where traditional open-air markets
stand alongside modern shopping malls with
fashionable clothings and accessories at
inexpensive prices. See the spectacular
Cheonggyecheon fountains. After dinner,
enjoy Bibap Show - a nonverbal performance,
the actors mimic the sound of making bibimbap
with
beat-boxing
and
a
cappella,
demonstration of motions through b-boying,
acrobatics, and martial arts.

- Hotel Breakfast, Lunch: Ginseng Chicken
Soup Michelin Recommended,
Dinner: KRW10,000 Voucher Drive past Presidential Blue House, the ofﬁcial
home of South Korea’s president. En route, stop
at the Korean Taekuk Ginseng Gallery and
Korean
Cosmetics
Showroom
where
Korea-manufactured beauty products are
available at affordable prices. Next, continue to
N Seoul Tower, which sits atop Namsan
Mountain. Seoul Tower offers panoramic views
of Seoul and the surrounding areas. Continue to
the DFS. Thereafter, enjoy more shopping in
Myeongdong, one of Seoul’s main shopping
and tourism districts.

Suwon Region - Seoul

DAY 7

Seoul

Note: A levy of S$200 or KRW185,000 will be collected
from each passenger who leaves the Seoul City tour group.

Note:
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen circumstances and/or bad weather
conditions, the sequence of the itinerary may be changed or altered. Alternative attractions
will be substituted without prior notice and/or at short notice in order to ensure a smoother
journey and tour.
2. All bookings will be subjected to terms and conditions as stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included when specified.
4. Minimum group size of 16 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. Group size of
15 and below will solely be at the discretion of ASA Holidays and passengers need to
accept the arrangement.
5. Tour is conducted in Mandarin.
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Seoul - Incheon ✈
Singapore

- Hotel Breakfast, Meal on Board After breakfast, proceed to a Healthy Liver
Showroom, well-known for its health products
such as cordyceps and huganbao miracle tonic.
Drive to Hongik University Street, a vibrant
and youthful street. It is popular for music, street
art, galleries, cafes, and fashionable shops.
Enjoy last minute shopping at the Korean Local
Produce Convenience Store, offering locally
manufactured goodies such as ginseng sweets,
kimchi, seaweed, honey citron tea, instant
ramen, souvenirs, etc. You will be transferred to
the airport for the ﬂight back to Singapore. We
hope that you had a memorable vacation with
ASA Holidays.

6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In the event that accommodation in the stated
hotel is unavailable, it will be replaced by another hotel of similar standards.
7. During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned.
8. ASA Holidays recommends you to buy travel insurance for your travel to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior notice.
10. In the event of discrepancies between English and Chinese itinerary, please refer to the
English version.
11. Room types are based on run of the house and allocated by respective hotels. ASA Holidays
will not be responsible for the differences of the room allocated.
12. For groups of 26 passengers and above, we will have a tour manager to accompany the tour
throughout.

